BOLD BEEPER INSTALLMENT #26

You know your brakes are good, when a hard stop accordions the body.

Bold Beeper Continuum

Analyzing and
installing slotted,
drilled unicast
brake rotors.
Story and photos
by Richard Ehrenberg

I

t’s Physics 101: Your car gets quicker.
You drive it faster. You’d better be able
to snub up quicker, too!
Automotive brakes, be they drum
or disc, all work identically: They transfer
rotary motion into friction-generated heat.
The better your brakes are at shedding the
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An 11-second street driver that turns corners, too

I

n case you’ve just seen the light and
awakened from a comatose Chevy
hibernation, here’s a synopsis of Project
Bold Beeper: We took a well-used
‘69 Road Runner and turned it into
a machine capable of driving to the
dragstrip on pump gas, pulling up to the
line, and running 11s on pump gas, street
tires, 3.23:1 gears, and closed exhaust—
all the while maintaining a competitive

(literally) level of handling and braking.
This was done with a Barton-built junkyard 440 block, 4.15” crank, flat-tappet
cam, a recent upgrade to Keisler’s new
overdrive tranny and Indy’s 440-EZ
heads, and a well-used 8.75” Sure Grip
rear end.
You can find highlights online at www.
moparaction.com
—R.E.

The black nickel’d drilled, chamfered, and slotted (all CNC’d) from Rotorpros (right)
are dimensionally identical to a NOS Mopar 11.75” cop rotor (left, P/N *******).

AD
Our ‘Beeper had been upgraded to cop rotors decades ago (being one of the testmule vehicles for Disc-O-Tech--the wildly successful unicast brake rotor/single-piston caliper swap first published by yours truly ‘prox. 20 years ago. Then, a few years
back, it was upgraded again--same rotors, though--but retrofitting ‘02-down Viper
calipers with a kit from AR Engineering. But the rotors were getting a bit scored,
and thickness was down to 0.952”. They had been machined once, and the minimum
spec is 0.94”. So this was an ideal opportunity to upgrade to the latest and greatest from Rotorpros. If you push the caliper piston(s) back a bit now (it’s easier while
the caliper is still installed), the caliper and pads will fit over your new (and probably
slightly thicker) rotors easily.
heat, the less they’ll fade, warp or crack;
they’ll generally behave better. A while
back, we installed a pair of ‘92-‘02 Viper
(Brembo sourced) calipers, using a kit from
AR Engineering (see sidebar, P. 12) on our
11.75” cop rotors. These, coupled with the
increased ventilation provided by our 17”
Hot Wheels, have provided generally very
good braking. But now, thanks mostly to
our Keisler overdrive automatic transmission and lockup converter, the ‘Beeper is a
comfortable cruiser at speeds which were
unthinkable prior to the new transmission’s
installation. Read it and weep: We need still

more brakes.
Sure, we could have spent a heap
o’cash and gone for some killer aftermarket setup – there’s no shortage of them
out there. But, as longtime readers know,
we’re a bunch of cheap New York Hebs. If
we can do the job on pocket change, we
surely will! yet, one glance at the brakes
on most of the new high-tech rides shows
one common thread: They all have slotted and/or drilled rotors. Why does this
work? Well, besides the obvious airflow
improvements, there’s a second factor at
work. To understand this phenomenon, we
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SLOT RACER

We wanted to check the new rotor’s balance, but it wouldn’t quite fit on our dynamic
wheel balancer’s spindle. We hoped that removing the outer bearing cup might allow
fitment. It didn’t. But removing it did give us a clue to the rotor’s country of origin: the
cups are made in China as are, probably, the entire rotor. This is just a comment in passing. Our wheels, crankshaft, etc. are all Chinese. Soon, your new Dodge will be, too.

We decided to install a matched set of
Timken’s super quality Polish-made bearings. (Why not have a matched set, we
thought?) When you buy a new cone and
roller assembly, it comes with the cups
anyway, and we always change bearings
when swapping rotors. Timken’s part
numbers: Outer—SET2. Inner—SET17.

We knew from back when we had installed
our cast aluminum wheels that the stock
wheel studs were long enough—barely.
We took this opportunity to allow ourselves the luxury of a bit more length.
first need to understand what causes brake
fade. Contrary to popular belief, it’s not fluid
boiling, pads “burning”, etc. The real root
cause it generally invisible: The pads outgas.
Yes, “cutting wind”, sort of. What happens
is that some of the binder chemicals that
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We found no shortage of longer, dog-point
studs at local parts houses: Left, Wagner
P/N *******. center, Dorman 610-290. Right,
stock, as removed from the Rotorpro
rotors. (all have 0.618” knurl diameter).
The correct way to install the new studs
is with a press. An acceptable alternative: drive ‘em home with a drift and big
hammer. Not acceptable: pulling them in
with flatwashers and a nut. (Why? Almost
certainly the stud and nut would need to
be overtorqued in order to pull the head
down flush).
make up the pad’s mix actually boil off. The
molecules of gas act as submicroscopic ball
bearings between the pad’s friction surface
and the rotor. Not a good thing if there’s a
brick wall 200 feet ahead and you’re going
80. (This explains why pads that have been
well seasoned—faded a few times—are
more resistant to fade). The slots and holes
in rotors so equipped allow an escape path
for the gasses, reducing fade, sometimes
markedly so.
Unfortunately, obtaining slotted and
drilled rotors for Mopars has typically meant
a custom machining job (read: expensive.)
Luckily, an outfit by the name of Rotorpros

7. Be sure to pack the bearings really
thoroughly with high-temp lube. (If you
have a hydraulic bearing packer, use it.)
Although the typical parts-store grease is
labeled “high temperature”, we aren’t taking chances: We use only Mopar’s “green
snot”, which was specifically developed
for cop car use in the ‘70s. P/N? **********.
Cheap insurance.

Assemble everything in the usual way.
One caveat learned from decades of
experience: Overtorque the spindle nut
(to approx. 40-50 foot-pounds) then spin
the rotor a few dozen times. This seats
the rollers on the cups and cones and
forces the grease out. Then adjust until
you just take out any play or slop, then
tighten the nut about 15-20°. This is about
10 foot-pounds on the nut. The rotor
should spin freely. Need a new nut? Mopar
6029692. Thrust washer? 600194. Nut
lock? 1673324.

Without moving the nut, position the nut
lock so the slots align, and install a 1/8˝ x
1.5˝ cotter pin as shown. Yes, this is basics
101, we only show this because Mopar
Muscle recently showed installing it in
such a fashion as to have the end of cotter
pin possibly rub on the inside of the cap,
creating ferrous filings in the bearings and
grease. Not a good idea.

Install the cap. If you have a socket large
enough to seat on the lip, use it. We have
an even cooler way: This purpose-built
tool from AR Engineering. The backup
plan? Tap on the rim with a brass pin
punch or wooden block. Need new caps?
Mopar 3580894.

AD

Clean all friction surfaces with brake
cleaner or lacquer thinner.

Reinstall your calipers. Done.
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THAT’S THE BRAKES
ard to believe, but it has been ‘bout
20 years since yours truly devised
the disc brake swap that has become
virtually a Mopar-hobby standard. Utilizing
‘73-‘76 A-body knuckles, this combo will
bolt on to virtually any muscle-era A, B, or
E-body and provide excellent braking with
minimal expenditure, while maintaining
factory engineering standards. The details,
updated several times over the decades,
can be found online – free--as Disc-O-Tech
at www.moparaction.com. This basic swap
has been copied and-re-copied countless
times by other publications, and it even
forms the basis for several “complete disc
swap kits” offered by quite a few vendors.
Unfortunately, some of them apparently
didn’t bother to read the article, which
is crystal clear that, to maintain said
engineering levels, the calipers must be
mounted as the factory designed them-facing forward (i.e., forward of the spindle
centerline). The rationale for doing this is

We decided to check the Rotorpro rotors
for thickness variation, which is what
causes pedal pulsation, and separates
the men from the boys. The factory spec
is 0.0005” (yes, half a thousandth). The
Rotorpros blew that number into the
weeds: Less than 0.0001”--for all intents
and purposes, zero! There was also nearzero runout. CNC machining has moved
even our 40-year-old Mopars into the age
of superprecision!
(see source) has tooled up for reasonablypriced rotors in both the 10.87” and 11.75”
size (unicast; again, see the sidebar if this is
going over your head). Installation was no
different than a stock replacement, however,
because of the speeds our ‘Beeper is now
capable of, we took extra caution to blueprint
the installation (see photos). We also, being
basically “show me” skeptics of the first
order, checked and measured them 16 ways
from Sunday. The result: A-1.
While the M.A. crew is about as far from
“slaves to fashion” as one can get, we still
can’t help but be impressed by the styling
coolness factor, too. Plus, the black nickel
plating (lots of hub powder-coat colors
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With rear-hung stock-type calipers
(on cars that were designed for front
mount), hydraulic hose routing gets to
be a problem. And a danger.
that it provides clearance for ‘66½ -‘69
sway bars. Fine, but now you have brake
hose routing that’s fraught with hazards:
The line can rub on the shock and abrade
away, it can also go taut or kink at limits of
jounce, rebound, and full wheel lock (i.e.,

turning). Reader Steven Errichetti recently
sent us this photo of just such a kit,
installed precisely following the manufacturer’s instructions (i.e., rear hung). Check
that kinky hose (pun intended). Our advice:
Read Disc-O-Tech, guys!
A few years back we found another
great upgrade: Using Disc-O-Tech’s 11.75”
rotors, working with AR Engineering’s CNC
guru Andy Finkbeiner, we came up with an
inexpensive way to mount pre-2003 Viper
calipers. (If you shop around, these can be
had from several junkyard sources for as
little as $100-150/pair. They also turn up
on various Viper websites from guys whom
have gone to even bigger and better aftermarket brakes. See Bold Beeper installment #** (****, 20** issue) for details on this
great swap. Eventually, we hope to get this
up on moparaction.com, too.
With this installment, we raise the bar
yet again, while keeping prices in check.
—R.E.

Again, the is kindergarten, but we
still see guys at the
drags, shows, etc.,
doing it wrong, so
forgive us for shouting this out: The
lugs are the most
important fasteners on your Mopar.
Always tighten in a
star pattern (e.g.,
1-3-5-2-4), and
always, always use
a torque wrench!
(½” studs, 85 ft./lbs.
with quality hardware, with original
‘60s parts and steel wheels: 65 ft./lbs). Also, with the longer dog-point studs, be sure the
nuts don’t bottom on the studs before the wheels are clamped. (This is only a concern
with closed-end lug nuts, obviously.) Beam-type torque wrenches--invented at Chrysler
Engineering--are the way to go. Old, bent, rusty, crusty, maybe, but still guaranteed
100% dead-nuts accurate as long as the pointer is free to move.
available, too) is a great corrosion prevention
upgrade, especially in the rotor’s slots where
we’ve always poured in tons of primer—and
always still had rust eventually.
And, yet again, Project Bold Beeper ratchets up the bar in street performance.

SOURCES:

Tah-dah! Even the little ricers will be
impressed!

Rotorpros
1580 E. Edinger Ave., Suite E
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714) 309-3620
www.ROTORPROS.com

